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Bonties aims to provide clothing that 
is functional without compromising 
on style.

The clothes are designed especially 
for ladies and cut to fit and flatter 
the feminine figure. The highest 
quality fabrics, furs, skins, leather 
and horn are used, all organically 
sourced from Europe which make 
each garment one of a kind.

Through Bonties, we wish to spoil 
the female consumer by bringing 
some of the luxury of the Continent 
to the UK.

Our collection ranges from technical 
shooting clothing to country chic, 
so whether you hunt, shoot, ride or 
simply walk the dog, this is a brand 
you will love and will love wearing.

Contact Isabel or Patricia:

T: 01377 217065
E: isabel@bonties.co.uk
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The Buscot Shooting 

The Buscot Jacket
£331

Mix and Match your bottoms to suit 
your preferred style
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Suit

The Buscot Skirt
£391

The Buscot Breeks
£490

The Buscot Full Length 
Trousers
£555
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The Rex Rabbit Gilet
Detachable rex rabbit fur collar, 

with fleece lining

£275
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The Fur Ball Breeks
Nubuck leather with detachable 

fur pompoms

£490

The Ladies Dalton Fleece
This 350 weight fleece is designed 

to keep you ultra warm, yet 
still flatters the feminine figure. 

£140
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The Ultimate 

The Ultimate Field Coat
£393

The Rabbit Fur Inner
£831
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Field Coat

The ultimate in Gortex field coats. 
Waterproof with leather finishing for 
extra wear. Pockets for every occasion 
and a detachable hood for extra 
protection in wet weather. As with 
all Bonties garments this coat gives a 
flattering feminine waist line and has 
a double zip for different inners. 

The inners available are: The Rabbit 
Fur Inner for sumptuous luxury and 
warmth or the lighter option of The 
Goose Down Inner.  Both can be 
worn separately. 

The Goose Down Inner
£218
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The Dales Quilted Coat
Wool with detachable raccoon fur collar

£395

Country classic meets city chic...
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Cocoa Denim

Navy

The Fawley Coat
Goose down with detachable hood and fox fur

£393

Olive
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Backpack Parka
The universal parka is not only stylish for outdoor 

city wear but functional for country pursuits too. The 
innovative shoulder straps enable the active wearer 
to hang the jacket when becoming too warm. With 
a detachable raccoon fur trimming and hood and 

distressed leather arm patches for increased durability, 
this really is the parka for all occasions. 

£508
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The Highland Trousers
A practical trouser designed for walking through tall grass 

and uneven ground. The canvas cotton is hardwearing 
and durable while still allowing the wearer to move with 

full flexibility. The leather knee patches can be easily 
wiped down and provide extra protection. 

£138
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For the city resident  who enjoys 
weekend country retreats. This is 
a luxurious modern version of the 
classic Donkey Jacket. Dark Moss 
wool with detachable racoon fur.

The Urban Donkey Jacket
£415
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The Peru Coat
Finest quality alpaca wool coat, 

calf skin trimmings with fox fur and 
horn accessories

£393
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Perfect for ladies on the go. 
This canvas and leather 
jacket adds effortless style 

to any outfit. With 
detachable rabbit fur 

collar and bag. 

The Tundra Jacket
£373
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The Savanna 

The Savanna Jacket
£420

The Savanna Trousers
£120

A wonderful stretch canvas continental style range 
specially designed for shooting in warmer weather or for 
layering throughout the season. 

The feminine stretch canvas jacket moves with the body. 
The jacket possesses features such as leather patches and 
edging which give added protection; a Mandarin collar 
decreases bulk around the neck for optimum gun fit and large hip pockets feature 
integral cartridge holders. 

The Savanna Coat provides the shooter with flexibility and warmth all year round. 
The double zip feature gives the option of inserting one of our inners, making this 
coat a real winter warmer. 
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Collection

The Savanna Coat
£452

The Rabbit Fur Inner
£831

The Goose Down Inner
£218
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Introducing the Mr B 

The Mens Dalton Fleece
With leather

£176

The Mens Dalton Fleece
With showerproof cotton

£94

Launching 2017

Available now

Mr

B
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Label
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